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Using the instability of completeness of orthogonal systems we prove that every 
contractive operator-valued function S(r), t E T, on a Hilbert space E is the scatter- 
ing operator of a pair (U, 0) of unitary operators on L’(E), where 0 is the shift 
@ = z. 1: A generalization of Weyl’s criterion for an operator not to be essentially 
left invertible is also proved. We apply the result obtained to the general theory of 
orthogonal systems, to the construction of complete minimal families which are not 
hereditarily complete, and to the scattering theory. G 1988 Academic PW. IX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the classical scattering theory one considers pairs (U, 0) of unitary 
operators (or strongly continuous unitary groups) on a Hilbert space H 
such that the limits 
W, = s-lim .-,I?’ 
n-t +3c 
exist in the strong operator topology. The operator S= W*, W- com- 
muting with 0 is called the scattering operator of (U, I?). The abstract 
inverse scattering problem is stated as follows. 
THE INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM. Given a unitary operator 6 and a 
contraction S commuting with I? find all unitary operators U such that S is 
the scattering operator of (U, 6). 
From the point of view of applications this problem is especially 
interesting for operators 6 with absolutely continuous spectral measure d. 
If we assume in addition that the spectral multiplicity A(@ of 6 is con- 
stant then fi is unitarily equivalent to the shift Y: f H z. f acting on the 
Hilbert space L’(E) of E-valued square-summable functions f on the unit 
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circle T, E being a Hilbert space with dim E = .A!( 6) [6]. In the present 
paper, apart from other considerations, we provide a complete solution to 
the inverse scattering problem under the assumption that the spectral 
measure C! is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
m on U and A( 0) = const. Suppose for simplicity that o= Y. Then S 
coincides with a contractive operator-valued function s(t): E + E, t E U. An 
important consequence of our result is that any contractive operator- 
valued function can be a scattering operator. 
The problem stated goes back to 1963 when M. G. Krein raised the 
question of clarifying the connection between the quantum scattering and 
the Lax-Phillips approach to the scattering theory [20] (see also [21]). 
Using the Sz.-Nagy-Foiag function model [24], Adamjan and Arov [l] 
obtained a solution of the inverse problem. However, the definition of the 
wave operators they used was more general than that used in the classical 
theory. The Adamjan-Arov approach found interesting applications in the 
system theory [17]. 
One of the advantages of our approach is that it permits us easily to con- 
struct examples of incomplete or asymptotically incomplete scatterings. 
Recall [34] that the wave operators W,, W- are called asymptotically 
complete if their ranges ran W, and ran Wp coincide. The wave operators 
W, , W- are called complete if ran W- + ran W, is dense in H. 
The importance of these notions is demonstrated by the asymptotic 
formulae 
U”(W~h)=B”h+o(l), n+ -co; 
u”(W~h)=On(Sh)+U”((z-~+) w-h)+o(l), n-* +oo. 
Here g+ = W, W: is the orthogonal projection onto ran W,. In case of 
the asymptotically complete scattering, i.e., ran We = ran W,, the term 
(Z-9,) W-h vanishes and the asymptotic formulae look expecially 
attractive. 
The Friedrichs model is a standard supplier of examples of incomplete 
scattering (see [9, 311). The fact that the asymptotic completeness may fail 
is more difficult. One reason is that in most physical problems studied 
the scattering operator turns out to be unitary which is equivalent to 
the asymptotic completeness of the wave operators [34]. The Kato- 
Rosenblum theorem is another reason since it guarantees the asymptotic 
completeness together with the existence of the wave operators. However, 
the asymptotic completeness may fail even in the potential scattering. Such 
an example was first obtained by Pearson [32]. 
Our main tools are unitary couplings introduced by Adamjan and Arov 
in [ 11, the Sz.-Nagy-FoiaS function model, and approximate orthonormal 
systems. 
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DEHNITION. Let {enjnT,, be an orthonormal system in a Hilbert space 
H. An orthogonal system {fn}n )0 is called approximate to { en}n a0 if 
lim n+ +m IIe, -f,II =a 
This notion was first introduced and studied by Nina Bari [2 J. We 
mention here two of her results which are of primary importance for the 
present paper. The first one is well known. 
THEOREM 1.1 [3,4]. Let {en}naO be a complete orthonormal system in 
H and {ftilna~ an orthonormal system satislving 
f Ilen -fnl12< +a. (1) 
n=O 
Then {fnln,~ is complete in H. 
The proof can be compressed into a few lines. It follows from (1) that the 
isometry W defined by We, = f,,, n = 0, 1, . . . . can be represented as 
W = I+ K, K being a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Then 
ind( W) = dim(ker W) - dim(coker W) = ind(1) = 0. 
But ker W= (0) since W is an isometry. It follows that WH= H and 
IfnLO is a complete system. 1 
The second important result of [3] was undeservingly forgotten. 
THEOREM 1.2 [3]. Let 0 Gd,, < ,/?, I,“= I di = + 00. For every complete 
orthonormal system {e, } n > , there exists an incomplete orthonormal system 
tfnLlS* such that llfn -e, )I = d, for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
In modern wording Bari’s proof looks as follows. We assume that H is 
the Hardy class H2. We recall that HZ is the closed subspace of L2(U) 
spanned by the orthonormal sequence of monomials {Y}, .o. Let 
e,(z) = ano + anlz + . d . + a,,zn, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Clearly, Ilen - zn)12 = 2( 1 -arm). We put b, = def a,,,, = 1 - di/2, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
The polynomials (e, } n 5 1 are defined by induction. Let 
cl(z) = (1 - b2)1’2 + b z 1 1 . 
If e,, . . . . e,-, have already been defined, we set 
e,(z)=(1-bi)‘/2gn +b,z”, 
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where g, is the polynomial of degree n - 1 which is uniquely determined by 
the conditions 
&z(O) ’ 07 g, 1 e,, . . . . en-,, IIgnl12= 1. 
(Notice that without loss of generality we can assume that 0 < d, < &.) It 
is clear that (en}nal is an orthonormal system in HZ. To prove that it is 
complete it suffices to check that 1 = z” belongs to the closed span 
(notationally 1 E span{e,: n = 1,2, . ..}) of {e,},, i. The latter is equivalent 
to the Parseval identity 
To calculate a,, we compare g, and g, + i. Since g,, , 1 e,, . . . . e,- I it 
follows that 
g,+1 =xg,+y.z”, x>o,x2+yz=1. 
Taking into account that g,, i(O) > 0 and g, + i 1 e,, we obtain 
g ,,+, =b,g,-(l-b;)“2zn. 
Since g, = 1 we obtain successively 
Thus 
a 10=(1-b2)“2 1 , a,, = b,( 1 - b;)1’2, . . . . 
a ?I0 =b, ...b,_,(l-b2)1’2 ” ) . . . . 
fI aio=(l-b:)+b;(l-b;)+ ... +b:...b;-,(1-b;)+ ..’ 
n=l 




and observe that the defect def{f,},,i of (fn}“>, in H2 equals 1. [ 
COROLLARY 1.1. LetO<d,, <,,6, C,“=l di= +co, anda<N,. Thenfor 
any complete orthonormal system (e,>,, 1 there exists an orthonormal 
system lfnlna 1 with def{ f,} = a such that 11 f, -en 11 = d,, n = 1,2, . . . . 
Proof: We decompose {d, }n 2 1 into a subsequences (d,,} with 
C d,5, = + co and apply Theorem 1.2 to each of them. l 
We can reverse the succession of {e,} and {f,,} in Corollary 1.1. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let O<d, G&, C,“=, dz= + co. Then for any 
orthonormal system { fn}" a , in Hv there %sts- a complete orthonormal 
system {enlnpl such that (If, - e, 1) = d,, . 
There is another approach to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Leading to a 
weaker result, however, it reveals important connections with the scattering 
theory. 
A function 8 in H2 is called inner if 101 = 1 a.e. on U (see [lo] for 
details). Any inner function determines the invariant subspace BH’ of the 
shift Y on L’(T). We split HZ into the orthogonal sum 
H2 = K, CiJ OH=. 
It is well known that dim K, = K, if and only if 0 is not a finite Balschke 
product [28]. 
Suppose that dim K0 = K, and define an auxiliary isometry W: H2 -+ H2 
as follows. On 8H2 we put Wh = h while on KB we let W be an arbitrary 
isometry satisfying dim(K, 0 WK,) = a, 0 <a < K,. Now we set 
e, = z’, fn= We,, n=O,l,.... 
To estimate the norm I/e, - f, I( we observe that the orthogonal projection 
PB onto K, is defined by 
Pef =OP-(gf), f EH2, 
where P- denotes the orthogonal projection onto HZ =def L* 0 H2. Since 
is an orthonormal basis in H2 every f in HZ expands into the 
f= 2 mz", 
II=0 
f(n) = ST f. Z” dm being the Fourier coefficients of J Now 
Ilf, -en II = II( W- 1) Pee” II G 2 llPee, II 
=2 llP-(Bzn)H =2(& Is(k 
There exists an infinite Blaschke product B satisfying B(k) = 0( l/k) [25]. 
We put 8 = B and obtain 
Ilf, -e,II =O L 
( > A’ 
n-++co. [ 
580/80/2-13 
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Now we can treat a very special case of the inverse scattering problem. 
Namely, put E = C, S= t?* = 8, where 0 is an inner function. The orthonor- 
ma1 system If, L E L in H = L’(T) is defined by 
f, = zn for n < 0; f, = Bz" for n 3 0. 
Clearly, f, I KB for n E Z. Applying either the Bari theorem or the above 
arguments we can construct a complete orthonormal system {en}n. z in 
L*(U) satisfying 
,,,Fy, lk -f,II =O. (2) 
We consider the unitary operator 9 defined by 9zk = ek, k E Z, and put 
fi = 9, U = %*Y.F. We fix m E Z and using (2) obtain 
W+zm= lim UPn07zm= lim F*.9P”en+m 
n- +a3 tl-+CIZ 
= lim F*Yqp-*fn+, =F*(Ozm). n- +a0 
Similarly 
W-zm= lim U-nBnzm= lim F*SP-“en+m 
n-r -m n---m 
= lim 9*Y4p-nfn+m =9*zm. n- --oo 
It follows that W*, W_ = 8*99* = 0*. 1 
In the general case S is an operator-valued function which is not 
necessarily unitary-valued, while S* may not be analytic. To overcome 
these difficulties we need more information about approximate orthonor- 
ma1 systems. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 2.2, which is used in Section 4 
for the solution of the inverse scattering problem. 
Given S there may exist different U such that S is the scattering operator 
of (U, 6). Such nonuniqueness is related with the existence of isometries W 
of the form W= I+ A, where A satisfies 
for some orthonormal system { en}ns z in H. By Weyl’s criterion (see 
Section 2) this can happen if and only if the operator A is not essentially 
left invertible (see the definition in Section 2). In Section 2 we consider in 
detail the operators which are not essentially left invertible. We prove a 
generalization of Weyl’s criterion, Theorem 2.1. The rest of Section 2 except 
for Theorem 2.2 is not required in what follows. We discuss here 
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applications of Theorem 2.1. One important application, Theorem 2.4, 
concerns the hereditary completeness property. We show how Theorem 2.1 
can be used to obtain the main result of [7]. 
In Section 3 we treat general aspects of the inverse scattering problem. 
We specify the contractions which can be scattering operators and present 
an algebraic model which describes all pairs (U, 0) with given scattering 
operator S. Here we do not assume that the spectral type [&I of the spec- 
tral measure b of 6 is the type of the Lebesgue measure m. Such a general 
setting reveals an interesting connection with a class of thin sets in har- 
monic analysis, the so-called U,-sets. The Banach space M(T) of finite 
complex Bore1 measures contains a closed subspace M,( T ) consisting of 
measures whose Fourier coefficients vanish at infinity. The spectral measure 
8 decomposes into the orthogonal sum 8 = C& 0 8,) where [&,,I E M,(T) 
and [&!,I is singular to M,(T). We show that if the wave operators of 
(U, 6) exist then U = 6 on 8, H. In particular, if the spectrum a( 6) of 6 is 
a U,-set then the existence of the wave operators yields U= 0. 
In Section 4 we deal with the inverse problem for the homogeneous 
Lebesgue spectrum. We prove (Theorem 4.1) that any contraction which is 
unitarily equivalent to an operator-valued function on L*(E) is the scatter- 
ing operator of a pair (U, 6). We also discuss a function model for general 
scattering with homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum. In case S* is anaiytic in 
D the function S* coincides with the characteristic function of a contrac- 
tion and therefore any known function model can be used for the purposes 
of the scattering theory. In [26, 271 one can find different transcriptions of 
function models. The most important among them are the Sz.-Nagy-Foiag 
model, the de Branges-Rovnyak model, and the Pavlov model. 
2. A GENERALIZATION OF WEYL'S CRITERION, 
APPROXIMATE ORTHONORMAL SYSTEMS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 
DEFINITION. A closed operator A with dense domain 9(A) in H is 
called essentially left invertible if there exists a bounded operator B such 
that BA = I+ K on g(A), where K is compact. 
Every linear operator A: H -+ H’ determines a linear subspace 
G(A)=der {h@Ah: hgQ(A)} in HO H’. The subspace G(A) is called the 
graph of A. Recall that A is closed if and only if G(A) is a closed subspace 
of H@H’ [19]. 
THEOREM (H. Weyl). A necessary and sufficient condition that a bounded 
operator A not be essentially left invertible is that there exists an orthonor- 
ma1 sequence (f,} such that lim, _ + r /( Af,, I/ = 0. 
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See [15, p. 891 for a proof of Weyl’s criterion. Here we prove a 
generalization of Weyl’s criterion. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a closed densely defined operator in H which is 
not essentially left invertible. Let d, > 0, n > 0, 1, . . . . C,“=O di = co. Then 
there exists a complete orthonormal system (en}naO, e, E 9(A), n = 0, 1, . . . . 
such that [(Ae, 11 <d,,, n =O, 1, . . . . and {e, 0 Ae,},a0 spans the graph G(A) 
oj-A. 
In other words Theorem 2.1 says that every such operator “almost” 
belongs to the Hilbert-Schmidt class. 
The result looks interesting even for Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Then, of 
course, zFZO 1) Ae, II* < + co for every complete orthonormal system 
kJna07 but the inequality IJAe, II > d,, may occur infinitely often in 
general. 
A bounded operator with infinite-dimensional kernel is another example 
of an operator which is not essentially left invertible. In fact Atkinson’s 
theorem (see [ 15, p, 871) claims that a bounded operator A is essentially 
left invertible if and only if ker A is a finite-dimensional subspace and ran A 
is closed. 
The class of Hankel operators provides further examples of such 
operators [33]. Recall that the Hankel operator H, with symbol 
cp E L”(T) is defined on the Hardy class H’ by 
H,f=P-(cpf), f EH~. 
Clearly, lim, _ + m IIP- ((pz”)[l = 0, which implies that H, is not essentially 
left invertible. Similarly, lim, _ _ co (IP + (@z”)(I = 0, which means that H ,$ is 
not essentially left invertible. It follows that a bounded Hankel operator is 
not essentially left, as well as right, invertible. Recall that the class of boun- 
ded operators which are not essentially right invertible coincides with the 
class of operators which are unitarily equivalent to bounded Carleman 
integral operators on L*(U) [1.5]. 
For the sake of completeness we give a proof to the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a closed operator with dense domain 9(A) in H. 
The folIowing are equivalent: 
(1) A is essentially left invertible; 
(2) there is no orthonormal sequence (fn} in 9(A) such that 
IMa II -, 0; 
(3) the range of A is closed and dim ker A < N,. 
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Proof. We consider the polar factorization A = V IA ( of A [6]. Recall 
that IAl is a selfadjoint operator with domain 9(A) and V is a partial 
isometry with the initial space clos(ran A*) and the final space clos(ran A). 
Since V*A = (A( we see that A satisfies (l), (2), or (3) if and only if /A( 
satisfies (l), (2), or (3). Next, since IAl is selfadjoint we can split H into an 
orthogonal sum H = H, OH, of reducing subspaces of IAl so that the 
restriction of lAl to H, is left invertible and IAl I H, is bounded. It remains 
to observe that (A( (g(lA() n H,) = H, and to apply Atkinson’s theorem 
and Weyl’s criterion to the bounded operator I Al ( H,. m 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose first that A is bounded. By Weyl’s 
criterion there exists an orthogonal sequence (fn}n80 satisfying 
11 Af, II 6 d,/2. By Corollary 1.2 there exists a complete orthonormal system 
in H such that Ilen - f,, II < d,, . (2 II A II )-- ‘, n = 0, 1, 2, . It follows 
II&, II d IIM, II + IIAII lb, -f,, II G d,/2 + 4/2 = 4,. 
If now x@Axle,@Ae,, n=O, I ,..., then (Z+A*A)xle,, n=O,l,..., 
and therefore x = 0 since A*A > 0. 
In the general case using the polar factorization we can assume without 
loss of generality that A = I Al is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator. Indeed, 
we have II Ae, I/ = (I I Al e, II and 
(e,OAe,,xOAx)=(e,,x)+(VIAle,, VIAlx) 
= (e,, 0 IAI e,, x0 IAI ~1. 
Let W be the spectral measure of A, A = so+ z ,I d&?(l). Since A is not 
essentially left invertible it follows (from Weyl’s criterion, see Lemma 2.1) 
that dim &‘(A,) H = No for every interval A, = [0, E), e > 0. Thus 
d(A,)H= 0 K,, 
i= 0 
where Ki reduces A and A I Ki is not essentially left invertible. We now put 
H, =Ki@b([i+ 1, i+2))H, i=O, 1,2, . . . . Then H= @zO Hi, Hi reduces 
A, and A ) Hi is bounded. Let 6: Z + x Z + -+ Z + be a one-to-one mapping 
such that 
f d;ci,i, = + 00 
j=O 
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for every i 2 0. Since A 1 Hi is bounded and is not essentially left invertible, 
there exists a complete orthonormal system {vii}jro in Hi such that 
IIAq,I) <do,i,i,* Then {en}n,O, e, =def(pO-~n, FEZ,, is a complete 
orthonormal system in 9(A) satisfying 11 Ae, 11 < d,. 
Since e, E~(A*A) it follows that span(e, @Ae,: n >O} = G(A) if 
span{ (I+ A*A)e,: n = 0, 1, . ..} = H. But Hi reduces A, A I Hi is bounded, 
and A * = A. Therefore (I+ A *A) maps Hi isomorphically onto itself. Thus 
span((Z+A*A)cpU: j=O, 1, . ..} = Hi and it remains to notice that 
H=@zoHi. 1 
We now consider an application of Corollary 1.1 to approximate 
orthonormal systems lying in a given closed subspace. Corollary 1.1 
says that for every complete orthonormal system {en}n2O in H there 
exists a closed subspace F with def F= dim(H 0 F) = No such that 
lim n- +m dist(e,, F) = 0. Indeed, F= span{f,: n = 0, 1, . ..} satisfies the 
conditions stated. 
Suppose now that we are given an orthonormal system {en}n2,, in H 
and a closed subspace F satisfying lim, _ o. dist(e,, F) = 0. The following 
question naturally arises. Is it possible to construct a complete orthonor- 
ma1 system (fn}“>,, in F such that lim,, + cu Ilen - f, II = O? 
It is worth mentioning that a complete orthonormal system {e,} cannot 
approximate a subspace F, def F= No, too fast. For such pairs {e,}, F we 
always have 
f dist2(e,, F) = + 00. 
t7=0 
Otherwise we could find a sequence {f,,},,. in F with 
xFXo l/en - f, II 2 < + co, which would contradict the hypothesis def F= No 
Clll. 
The following lemma is the basic geometric tool in the construction of 
approximate orthogonal systems lying in a fixed subspace. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let {en}naO be an orthonormal system approximating a 
closed subspace F, i.e., lim, _ + m dist(e,, F) = 0. Let G be an infinite-dimen- 
sional subspace of F such that 
lim Il9$e, 11 = 0, (1) n- +m 
Po being the orthogonal projection onto G. Then there exists an isometry W: 
H+Fsuch that limn++m IIWe,--ee,II=O. 
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Proof. We put K=H@F, PI =FOG. Then H=K@G@F,. For 
h E F, we put Wh = h. Since dim G = N,, we can choose W so that W maps 
K@ G isometrically onto G. We have 
/IWe,--e,I/ =Il(W-O%,.e, +w-U%,e,ll 
= Il(w-O%,.e,II G2 Il%~,tO%e,,ll 
= 2( lIPKen II2 + IF%en II 2)“2. (2) 
Since [19&e,, Ij = dist(e,, F), this implies that lim,,, + s Ij We,, -e,, jj = 0. 1 
The following lemma is the main analytic tool in our construction. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let F be a closed subspace of H and (en),laO an orthonor- 
mat sequence satisfying lim,,, + 2 dist(e,,, F) =O. Then there exists an 
infinite-dimensional subspace G in F satisfying ( I). 
ProoJ We construct G as spanjg,: k=O, 1, . ..}. where {g,},,, is an 
orthonormal sequence in G. We construct ( gk} k B 0 in turn by induction 
using an auxiliary family 
2k -~ I 
hkl=2pk/2 1 e,,,. 
j=O 
(3) 
It is clear that llhk, 11 = 1 and lim,, + 3. dist(h,,, F)=O for every k. Putting 
here k = 0, we see that there exist an integer I,, and a unit vector g, in F 
such that 
II&v, - sol1 < 1. 
Suppose that we have already constructed integers I, <I, < -. . <I,-, 
and an orthonormal family g,, g r, . . . . g, _ I of vectors of F such that 
(1) (h,,S},k:d is an orthonormal family: 
(2) IlhSl, - g, II < 2-“, s = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1. 
Clearly hkl I h,,$ for s = 0, 1, . . . . k-l if/al&, +2k-‘.Since fen}n20isan 
orthonormal sequence we obtain that 
lim (g,, e,) = 0 (4) II- +m 
for s=O, 1, . . . . k. It follows that the norm 
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of the orthogonal projection of h,, onto G, = def span{ g,, . . . . g, _ i } tends 
to zero as I--) + cc. In addition lim,, + oD dist(h,,, F) = 0. Hence the norm 
of the orthogonal projection onto Gk of the vector in F of the best 
approximation to h,, tends to zero too. It follows that there exist lk > 
I,-, +2k-1 and a unit vector gk in F such that IIhk,k - g, I( < 2-k and 
gk L Gk. 
We claim that the space G = span{ gk: k = 0, 1, . ..} constructed satisfies 
( 1). Indeed, 
Letting h, =def h,, for brevity and taking into account the inequality 
llh, - g, II < 2 -’ we obtain 
I (en, g,)l G 2~ + I (en, 411. (5) 
According to (3) either (e,, h,)=O or (e,, h,)=2-“j2. Hence I(e,, g,)l < 
2 . 2-“12 and therefore 
IlgGe~l12~ f l(e,, gk)i2+4 c 2-“. 
k=O s<N 
Using (4) we obtain (1). 1 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {en}n.+O be an orthonormal system in H and F a 
closed subspace of H. Then there exists a complete orthonormal system 
{f"l",O in F such that 
lim Ik,, -f,,II =O 
k-, +a0 
for every subsequence {nk}k,O satisfying limk ~ + a, dist(e,,, F) = 0. 
Proof. We fix any subsequence (nk}k>O with the property stated in the 
theorem and apply Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 to {e,,} and F. We obtain a closed 
subspace Gc F and an isometry W: H + F. By Lemma 2.3 we have 
lim k+ o. IIg)Genk II =O. Suppose now that m #n,, k =O, 1, . . . . Then e, I enk 
for k = 0, 1, . . . . In particular, we have e, I h,, k = 0, 1, . . . . where {hk} are 
the vectors constructed in Lemma 2.3. It follows from (5) that 
[(e,, g,)l < 2-” and therefore 
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which yields lim, _ + o. llP’ce,Il =O. It is clear from (2) that {f,},,O, 
f, = We, satisfies the conditions required except, perhaps, the com- 
pleteness. Applying Corollary 1.2 we can approximate (fn}n20 by a com- 
plete system in F. 1 
The following obvious corollary of Theorem 2.2 will be used in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 below. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (eni: n = 0, 1, . . . . jE J} be an orthonormal system in 
H and F a closed subspace of H satisfying 
lim dist(e,, F) = 0 
,1 * + a. 
for every jtz J. Then there exists a complete orthonormal system { f,} in F 
such that lim, _ + z‘ llenj-fn,ll=O,jEJ. 
As another application of Corollary 1 .l we mention one result first 
obtained in [S]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (e,,jnaO be a complete orthonormal system in H and 
{dnln,o be a sequence of nonnegative numbers with C,“=O dz = + cc. Then 
there exists an infinite-dimensional subspace G in H such that 
(g, en) = O(4A n-+ +oo, 
for every g in G. 
Proof. We apply Corollary 1.1 to {en}nbO with a = KO. Let { fn}naO be 
the orthonormal system obtained and G= (gE H: (g, f,)=O, 
n=0,1,2,...}.ThendimG=N,andforgEGwehave 
I(s, e,)l = I(g, en -f,)l d Ilgll . Ilen -f,ll f Ilgll .A. I 
Remark [S]. If C,“=O di < + cc then the subspace G with the proper- 
ties stated in Theorem 2.3 cannot exist. Indeed, for every E > 0 the convex 
set K(E) = {h E H: 1 (h, e,)l < E d,} is compact. Thus the unit ball of such a 
G must be compact in the norm-topology of H which yields dim G < K,. 
Now we indicate an application of Theorem 2.1 to the Schatten- 
von Neumann classes. We recall that a bounded operator A belongs to 6,, 
0 < p < co, if A is compact and the sequence {S,(A)}, >,, of the eigenvalues 
of (A*A)‘12 counted with their multiplicities satisfies 
IIA((gp ‘%’ f S;(A)< +a3. 
II=0 
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It has been shown in [ 12, 133 (see also [1 11) that for p < 2 and for every 
bounded operator A the inequality IIAj)$p < C,“=O I(Ae,llP holds for every 
orthonormal basis in H. For p> 2 the opposite inequality holds. In that 
case the convergence of C,“=O ((Ae, I( p cannot provide the inclusion A E 6,. 
In fact, as Theorem 2.1 shows, we cannot even assert that A is bounded. 
Indeed, let d, = (n + 1) - 1’2, n = 0, 1, . . . . Then for any A which is not essen- 
tially left invertible there exists a complete orthonormal system {en}n,O 
such that C,“=, I(Ae, )I p < + co for every p > 2. 
Theorem 2.1 can also be applied to a construction of complete orthonor- 
ma1 systems with curious properties (see [29, p. 543). 
Let w  be an arbitrary nonnegative function on [O, l] finite a.e. and such 
that w-‘$,~~[O, l] but w-‘E~)~,+, Lp[O, 11. We consider the operator 
A, Af= & f on L’[O, 11. Clearly A is not essentially left invertible. It 
follows that there exists a complete orthonormal system {en}n>O in L2 (for 
a given sequence {d,, } n a o, d, >O, E:,“=,,dz= +co) such that 
5 ’ lenI2 wdx<d;. 0 
For every p < 2, using the Holder inequality, we obtain 
This yields Ilen II1 < cp d, for every p, p < 2. 
We turn to an application of Theorem 2.1 to the geometry of Hilbert 
spaces. The application to the hereditary completeness requires some 
preliminaries. 
A family {x,),,z of vectors of H is called minimal if x, $ 
span{x,:k#n}. If, in addition, {x,},,~ is complete then there exists a 
unique biorthogonal family {xk},, H, i.e., (x,, XL) = 6,. It follows that 
every vector x E H can be expanded into the formal Fourier series 
XWHFZ (4 x3-G. (6) 
If the series in (6) converges in any reasonable sense then obviously 
x~span{x,: (x, x;) ZO}. (7) 
DEFINITION. A complete minimal family {x,),~ z is called hereditarily 
complete if (7) holds for every x in H. 
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Any basis of a Hilbert space is a hereditarily complete family. The sim- 
plest example of a family which is not hereditarily complete is given by a 
complete minimal family {x, } n E H whose biorthogonal family (x:}.~ L is 
not complete. Then (7) is violated for vectors x such that (x, x:) = 0, n E Z. 
A more difficult example with complete biorthogonal family was first 
obtained in [23]. In [14,23] V. I. Gurarii developed a method of quasi- 
complementary subspaces which allowed him to construct many examples 
of such type. 
For u c Z let H, = span{x,: n~a} and W={XEH: (x,x:)=0, 
n E Z\a}. Then H, c H” and (xn} is hereditarily complete if and only if 
H, = H” for every (r c Z (see [7] for details). If we suppose that both 
{XAE L and {xL}~~~ are complete then H, n H,,, = (0) and 
clos(H, + H,,,) = H for every cr. If we suppose further that H, # H” then 
H ~\a + ff, Z H C71. 
DEFINITION [ 143. Subspaces X, Y of H are called quasi-complementary 
if Xn Y = (0) and clos(X + Y) = H. If in addition X+ Y # H then we write 
H=XT Y. 
V. I. Gurarii observed that every pair X, Y of subspaces with H = X T Y 
leads to a complete minimal family which is not hereditarily complete. In 
[7] his construction was extended to obtain families required, which 
approximate orthogonal bases in H. Here we show that Theorem 2 of [7] 
is a corollary of Theorem 2.1. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between pairs (X, Y) of quasi- 
complementary subspaces and closed densely defined operators P X’ + X. 
The correspondence is given by the equality 
Indeed, Xn Y = (0) means that Y is the graph of a closed operator f. The 
domain g(r) of r is dense in Xl since z%(r) = 9X1 Y and clos(X+ Y) = H 
(9 stands for the orthogonal projection onto the corresponding subspace). 
Since r is closed the domain g(r*) = 9’ Y’ of the adjoint operator r* 
is dense in X [ 191. The operator r*: X+ X’ is defined by 
It follows that G( -r*) = Y’. 
The core of the method, as it is presented in [7], is illustrated by the 
following construction. Let r, c f, be a pair of closed densely defined 
operators, Ti: X’ +X, i = 0, 1, such that dim $@(f ,)/g(r,) 2 1. To obtain 
an example of such a pair we suppose that H = X T Y,. Then there exists a 
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vector y, ye H\(X+ Y,), and we can put Y, = span{ Y,,, y}. We now 
define r, and r, by G(Ti) = Yi, i = 0, 1. 
Let bJn20 be a complete orthonormal system in XL satisfying 
cp, ~-Wrd, n=O, 1, . . . . and {(P~}~<,, be a complete orthonormal system in 
X satisfying (P” E g(r:), n = - 1, -2, . . . . Then 
are complete biorthogonal families in H. Clearly, H, =def span{x, : 
~>O}CG(T,,)= Y,, while span{x;: n<O}cG(-I'f)=G(T,)L. It 
follows that H+ =def [span{xL: n<O}]’ 3 G(T,)” = G(T,) = Y1 2 
Y, 1 H,. Hence {x,},~ z is not hereditarily complete. 
Since 
the choice of {(P,,}“~= can be specified by Theorem 2.1 to force (x,},, r 
and {XL. z to approximate a complete orthonormal system {q,,>,, r. 
THEOREM 2.4 [7]. Let (d,},,, be a sequence of positive numbers such 
that Cn20di=Cn,o di = co. Suppose that H = X ?J Y and that either 
PX( Y) is not closed or dim(X’ n Y) = dim(Xn Y’) = N,. Then there exist 
a complete orthonormal system (q~,),, L in H and a complete family 
bJr7E z in H with total biorthogonal family {x:},, z such that 
(1) van{* “: n<O} =X, span{*,: naO)= r; 
(2) b?AE z is not hereditarily complete; 
(3) II*, -cp,II Gd,, 114 -(P”II id,,, nEZ. 
Prooj: We put Y,, = Y in the above construction and define Y, by 
Y, = span{ Y, y}, where y E H\(X+ Y). The operators r,, and PXl Y have 
common kernel and range. It follows that either r,,(X’) is not closed or 
dim ker r, = K,. If T,(X’) is not closed then the range of r,* is not closed 
too [19, Chap. IV, Theorem 5.131. Since dim@(r,)/g(r,,))= 1, we see 
that T:(X) is not closed. Thus both r,, and r: are not essentially left 
invertible and we can apply Theorem 2.1 to them. It follows that there 
exists a complete orthonormal system { cp,},, z in H such that 
span{rp,OT,cp,:n>O}=Y, span((-r:cp,)@cp,:n<O}=Yl, 
and IlI’,,cp,Il<d,, n>O, Ilr:cp,Il<d,, n<O. The sequence (xR}nEL is 
not hereditarily complete since H, = G(T,) = Y and H + = G( - r:)l = 
G(T,)= Y, # Y. 
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If gX( Y) is closed then dim ker r, = dim ker r: = No and again both To 
and r: are not essentially left invertible. a 
3. THE INVERSE PROBLEM OF ABSTRACT SCATTERING THEORY 
We say that a pair (U, 0) of unitary operators admits scattering 
(notationally (U, 8) E Q) if the limits 
W, = s-lim UmR6”, W- = s-lim U--n0n 
n-+x n* --Ix: 
exist in the strong operator topology. It is well known [19] and can easily 
be proved that the isometries W_, W, satisfy 
uw+=w,ti (1) 
s-lim ( W, -I) P=o. (2) 
n-r *Lx 
On the contrary, if a pair (U, 0) of unitary operators and a pair 
(W-, W,) of isometries satisfy (l), (2) then W_ and W, are the wave 
operators of (U, 0). Indeed, 
s-lim U-nti= s-lim U-“(I- W,) on+ s-lim U-“W, fin 
n - + 72 n-*x n-r *cc 
=0+ s-lim W+fipngn= W,. 
“-.+a; 
It follows from (1) that the scattering operator S= W: W_ commutes 
with 6. 
We observe that every contraction S on H admits a representation S= 
V: V_, where V, and V- are isometries. Indeed, there exists a unitary 
operator % on HO H such that S= P@ 1 H, where P denotes the 
orthogonal projection onto HO (0) (see [ 16, Problem 222 1). Consider 
now any isometry J of HQ H onto H. Since S = PJ*J@ 1 H we can put 
V+h=J(h@O), V_h=J%h, ~EH. 
The factorizations S= V*, V- can easily be classified. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ( W- , W, ) be a pair of isometries such that S = 
WY W-.If(V_, V,)isapairofisome?riesthenS=V~V- ifandonlyif 
there exists an isometry 9 of clos( W- H + W, H) onto C~OS( V- H + V, H) 
such that V_+ = 92 Wk. 
Proof: We consider an auxiliary map W: H 0 H + H defined by 
W(h_ Oh+)= W-h_ + W+h,. 
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The map V= (V_ , V, ) is defined similarly. Since the matrix of W* W in 
HO H is given by 
w*w= ( ) ;r (w-w+)=(; s’) + (3) 
we see that V*V= W*W. It follows that the map W-h_ + W+h+ t+ 
V-h- + V+h+ extends to an isometry 9: clos( W_ H+ W, H) + 
clos( V- H + V, H). Clearly, V, = %2 W, . 
IfnowV,=QW,thenV:V-=W*,@‘*%WW_=W:W-=S. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let ( W- , W, ) be a pair of isometries with S = 
W*, W- and 6 be a unitary operator. In order that there exist a unitary 
operator U satisfying (1) it is necessary and sufficient that S commute 
with 0. 
Proof It has already been mentioned that So= &S if such a U exists. 
Let now S= 6*Sfi. We put V, = W, 0. Clearly, S= V*, V- . By 
Lemma 3.1 there exists a unitary operator a: clos( W- H+ W, H) + 
clos( V- H+ V, H) such that V, = % W, . Taking U to be equal 92 on 
clos( W- H + W, H) and to be arbitrary on the orthogonal complement of 
this subspace we obtain the desired conclusion. 1 
Now we are in the position to obtain an algebraic description of the 
pairs admitting scattering. Given a contraction S commuting with 6 we 
consider an auxiliary nonnegative operator 
I-= I s* 
( > s z 
on HO H and equip H@ H with the r-norm (h, h)r =def (Th, h)HBH. We 
denote by Ps the completion of the quotient space of H@ H with respect 
to the r-norm. Since the operator 
commutes with r we see that it extends to the unitary operator on Hs. 
The formula (3) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the 
factorizations of the form S= W*, W_ , W, being isometries, and the 
factorizations r= W* W, W being a bounded operator from HO H to H. 
We now fix any factorization r = W* W, W: H 0 H + H. Then there exists 
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a unitary operator U on H (see Corollary 3.1) such that the following 
diagram is commutative: 
(4) 
The operator U is uniquely determined on ran W= clos(ran W- + 
ran W, ). Since Z = W* W, the operator W embeds J!?’ isometrically into H. 
It is clear that the diagram (4) describes pairs (W-, W,), (Cl, 8) 
satisfying ( 1). 
Suppose now that (U, 6) E Q and the wave operators are complete, i.e., 
ran W= H. Using Lemma 3.1 and the diagram (4), we can easily describe 
all pairs (U, 6) EQ with the scattering matrix S= W*, W_. The pairs 
(U, 0) are parametrized by the isometries %: H -+ H satisfying 
s-lim (a - I) irn = 0. (5) InI - + 00 
The isometry 9 determines the wave operators V, = % W, and the 
diagram (4), where W= (V- , V,), determines a unitary operator U. To 
obtain (5) one should write V, -I=%( W, -Z)+%-Z and apply (2) to 
W, and V,. 
The fact that S commutes with 0 (see Corollary 3.1) restricts the class of 
scattering operators. Indeed, S commutes with the spectral measure of ir”i 
[6] and hence must have a nontrivial reducing subspace if the spectrum of 
0 consists of more than one point. The case 6= AZ, 121 = 1, is not 
interesting since then U = 0 by (1) and W- = W, = Z by the definition of 
the wave operators. It is well known that the unilateral shift Y on the 
Hardy class HZ has no non trivial reducing subspaces [28]. Thus not every 
contraction can be a scattering operator. 
The condition (2) imposes further restrictions on the spectral measure of 
0. It is well known that W, = Z if the spectrum of 6 is discrete [ 191. We 
show that the same conclusion holds for some types of continuous spectra. 
Let M(U) be the Banach space of finite complex Bore1 measures on U 
and M,(T) be its closed subspace consisting of measures /A such that the 
Fourier transform 
vanishes as n + f co. The subspace M,(T) is an (L)-ideal of M(T), i.e., it 
contains an arbitrary measure v which is absolutely continuous with 
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respect to p, ~1 o M,(T). Since M(U) is a complete complex lattice [35] we 
can apply the Radon-Nikodym theorem to show that every p in M(T) can 
be uniquely decomposed as p = p, + po, where ,uo E M,(T) and pi is 
singular to any measure in M,(U) (p, I M,(T)). Let 8 be the spectral 
measure of 0: 
“=j zdk?. 
T 
Using (6) and the above decomposition of M(T) we can split H into the 
orthogonal sum H = H, @Ho of reducing subspaces of 0. We put ph,g to 
be the measure on U such that am,= (&d)h, g), A c 8. Then Ho = 
(he H: P,,~ EM,(T)} and H, = {hi H: p,,h I M,(U)}. The polarization 
formula for complex quadratic forms shows that Ho and H, are linear sub- 
sets of H. It turns out that only trivial scattering can occur on H,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf (U, 6) E Q then U = 6 on H,. Zf 6 is an arbitrary 
unitary operator with Ho # {O} then there exists a unitary U with 
(U, IC?)EQ such that W, = W- and W+h#hfor hEHo, h#O. 
The first statement of Theorem 3.1 is an easy consequence of the follow- 
ing lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let V be a bounded operator satisfying lim,, + o. 11 V6nhII 
=Ofor hEH. Then VIH, =O. 
ProoJ Since V is weakly continuous, we see that V vanishes on the 
closed linear span G of the weak-limit points of ( l?lnh}nSO, h E H. We show 
that H, c G. Let g I G. Then 
lim (@h, g)=O 
n- fin (7) 
for every h in H. Since p’g,g 2 0 we conclude (put h = g in (7)) that 
CL g, g E M,(U), i.e., g E Ho. It follows that g I H,. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (U, ~)ESZ and put V+ = W, -I. 
Applying Lemma 3.2 to V, , i? and V_, 6* we obtain that V, 1 H, z 0. 
Now (1) implies that U = 0 on H,. 
We turn to the second statement. Since Ho # {CD}, it follows that Ho 
contains a subspace isomorphic to L’(dp), PUE M,(U) and therefore 
dim Ho = K,. Let {enjnaO be any orthonormal basis in Ho and {A,}, ao be 
any sequence of points of U satisfying 1, # 1, lim, _ + o. 1, = 1. Then W, 
defined by We, = Anen, is a unitary operator on H. Clearly, Wh = h iff 
h =O. Since lim, 1, = 1 the operator W-Z is compact. Since 
limlnl -+ + m @‘h = 0 in the weak topology for h E Ho (ph, g E M,(U), g E H), 
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it follows that lim,,, _ + o. jl( W - I) 6’hl( = 0. Thus ( W, W) satisfies (2). 
But Z= W* W commutes with 0. By Corollary 3.1 there exists a unitary 
operator U satisfying (1). Obviously (U, 6) E Q. 1 
Closed subsets of T which cannot support a nonzero element of M,(T) 
are called the uniqueness sets in the narrow sense, or briefly the U,-sets. 
This class of sets has been studied in detail [5, 18, 221. In particular, there 
exist perfect U,-sets. If the spectrum a( 6) of a unitary operator 6 is a 
U,-set then (U, 8) E Q + U= 6 by Theorem 3.1. Thus any scattering 
operator must commute with a “large” spectral measure. 
The following lemma shows that there are also restrictions on the 
spectral properties of wave operators. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let W be a M’ave operator. Then V = W - Z is not essentially 
left invertible. 
Proof. Suppose that W= lim,, _ + 3c U -“fin. By Lemma 3.2, V) H, - 0. 
If dim H, = K, then V is an operator with large kernel and therefore V is 
not essentially left invertible. Suppose therefore that dim H, < H3,. Then 
dim H, = N,. Suppose further, that there exists a bounded operator B such 
that BV = Z+ K, where K is compact. For every h E H,, lim, _ Ij l?‘h = 0 
in the weak topology and hence lim, _ a (I Ko”hj( = 0. Since 
16 + x IlSVr”l”h(I = 0 by (2) we obtain a contradiction. u 
The property of wave operators stated in the lemma is responsible for 
the relation of approximate orthonormal systems to the scattering theory. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let W be any isometry such that the operator W-Z is 
not essentially left invertible. Then there exists a pair (U, 6) in Q such that 
w=w+=w-. 
Proof By Theorem 2.1 we can find a complete orthonormal system 
~4~, k such that lim,,, _ + os (I ( W - Z)e,, // = 0. We define 6 by 
Oe, =e,+,. To define U we consider the orthonormal system {f,,},E a, 
,f, =def We,, and put uLl=fn+l, n E Z. If dim(H 0 WH) > 0 we define 
U to be an arbitrary unitary operator on H 0 WH. It is clear 
that UW= Wo. Since {e,} is a basis in H it s&ices to prove 
that lim,,, _ + z 11 ( W - I) one,,, 11 = 0. Then (2) holds automatically. 
But Il(W-I) @‘e,(( = (I(W-Z)e,+,(l -+ 0 as InI --) +oo by the 
construction. n 
580/80/2-14 
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4. THE INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM. 
THE CASE OF THE HOMOGENEOUS LEBESGUE SPECTRUM 
A unitary operator i? is characterized (up to unitary equivalence) by the 
spectral type [6] of its spectral measure 6 and the function A(6) of its 
spectral multiplicity [6]. In this section we suppose that A( 8) z const and 
that [b] is the type of the Lebesgue measure m on T. Let E be any Hilbert 
space with dim E = ~2’( 8). We consider the Hilbert space L’(E) of 
E-valued square-summable function f on U satisfying 
The spectral theorem applied to I? says that there exists a unitary map 9: 
H + L’(E) such that 9 6F* coincides with the shift 9’: f c, zf: If S is the 
scattering operator of a pair (U, 0) then 9 SF* commutes with Y and 
therefore equals a contractive operator-valued function S,(t), t E 8, which 
is called the suboperator of the scattering operator S Cl]. To simplify the 
notation we often drop the index 9 in Ss : S,(t) = S(t). 
The main result of this section solves the inverse scattering problem in 
case of homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum of 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a contraction on H which is unitarily equivalent 
to an operator-valued function S(t) on L’(E). Then S is the scattering 
operator of a pair (U, 0). 
UNITARY COUPLING AND THE FUNCTION MODEL. Here we state basic 
facts of the Adamjan-Arov theory of unitary couplings. An isometry V on a 
Hilbert space 29 is called a simple semiunitary operator if n,, L ,, V”Q = (0). 
If 9I = 9 0 V9 then 
9,= g Vk%. 
k=O 
DEFINITION. A unitary operator 92 on 2’ is called a unitary coupling of 
simple semiunitary operators V- , V, on 9-, 9+ if 
(1) 9- c3F, g+ cs; 
(2) W-‘)LI- = v-, 4219, = v+* (1) 
The subspace % is called the incoming subspace for the unitary group 
f@‘“)ne H and 9+ is called the outgoing subspace for {92!“},,. L. 
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An important example of a unitary coupling is provided by the scattering 
theory. Let 4 be a unitary operator with homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum 
and (%, 4) EG. Then 9&P* = Y on L*(E). Every function f in L2(E) 
expands into the orthogonal Fourier series 
f= 1 fwk, 
keZ 
f(k) = jT fz” dm. 
We consider two orthogonal subspaces 
H!+(E)= {fEL*(E):3(n)=O,n= -1, -2, .,.j, 
HZ(E)= (fEL*(E):f(n)=O,n=o, 1, . ..} 
of L’(E). If we put % = W-F*HZ (E) and 9+ = W+F*H:(E) then 
Q -‘GK c 6% and @9+ c 9+. So % is a unitary coupling of & ~ ’ ) 9. and 
@il9+. 
The above construction can be reversed. We denote by 9(‘%*) the 
orthogonal projections in X onto the deficiency subpsaces ‘3, = 
63* 0 V9*. Then every element h of 2; =d”‘span(%P”9+ : n=O, 1, . ..} 
can be expanded into the orthogonal series 
h= c 92k9’(%+)%-kh. 
ksZ 
Hence the map z + , 
n+f= c ~kf(Q 
keL 
is an isometry of L*(%+) onto 2:. Similarly, 
ksh 
is an isometry of L2(!In_) onto X* =def span{%“%: n=O, 1, . ..I. 
Obviously, we have 9- = n_ H? (‘$4 ~ ) and 9+ = 7~ + H: (CJt + ). In addition 
and consequently 7~: n- commutes with 9’. The operator n*, 7c_ is called 
the scattering suboperator of the coupling %. 
The following theorem is an important consequence of the Adamjan- 
Arov theory. 
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THEOREM (Adamjan and Arov) [l 1. Let S be an arbitrary essentially 
bounded function on T whose values are contractions from Yl_ to % + . Then 
S is the scattering suboperator of a unitary coupling +Y. 
For the completeness of the exposition we present a proof based on the 
Pavlov form of the function model [30, 271. 
Proof: We equip the space J? = L*(‘% _ ) @ L2(‘% + ) with the seminorm 
and denote the completion of the quotient space obtained by the same 
symbol %?. Clearly, % = Y @ 9: f @ g H 9’Pf @ Yg is a unitary operator 
on YE’. We define the isometries rc+ : L2(E) --) X by 
n-f =f00, 71, g=oog. (4) 
It is easy to check that n$ (f 0 g) = Sf + g. It follows that 7~: rr- = S. 
Now %rc* = rrn, Y and we obtain that % is a unitary coupling of a’-’ ) 9- 
and %‘)9+, where 9- =~-2%2(%-), 9+ =rr+H:(YJ+). 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By the Adamjan-Arov theorem there exists a 
unitary coupling % on a Hilbert space X such that a given contractive 
operator-valued function S(t) is the scattering suboperator of %!‘, i.e., 
S(t) = 7c: n_. 
We define 9+ and % by 
g+ = 71, WE), % = 7L HZ_(E). 
(5) 
Now we fix a complete orthonormal system { ei: 0 Q i < dim E} in E and 
consider the family 
{ 
n+ (Z"ejh ?I20 enj = 
7t - (z”e,), n < 0. 
(6) 
It is clear that { ed: n > 0, j 2 0} is a complete orthonormal system in 9+ 
while {e,: n < 0, j> 0} is a complete orthonormal system in % . The 
following’lemma claims that 9+ and % are almost orthogonal. 1 
LEMMA 4.1. Let e E E then 
lim (JP-(S*z”e)(l = 0. 
n-+00 
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Proqf: Since Se E L’(E) we have 
S*e= C ckzk, ck E E, k E Z, 
keh 
Ck E L lick 11 2< + co. The result follows from the identity 
It can easily be checked that the orthogonal projection .P in I? onto 
9,_ = IL H2- (E) is given by 
Let F= Y? 0 % Then 
dist(h, F) = (I? hll = IIP 7cT h(l. (7) 
We fix j and using (6) and (7) obtain for n 3 0 that 
dist(eni, F) = IIP-(nl’7c+ z”e,)ll. 
Observing that rc?rr+ = S* by (5) and applying Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
that lim, _ + m dist(e,, F) = 0 for every j. Now Corollary 2.1 guarantees the 
existence of a complete orthonormal system (f,}na,o in F such that 
lim lIeni - fnj II = 0, j = 1, 2, . n- +a 
It is clear that the family 
is a complete orthonormal system in Z since X = F@ % . We consider an 
auxiliary unitary map I/: L’(E) + 2 defined by V(z”e,) =f,, n E Z, 
0 d j < dim E. Let o= Y and U = I/*42 V. To prove the existence of the 
wave operator W, for (U, 0) we fix m, m E Z, and j. Suppose that n E Z 
and n+m20. Then 
Upnpln(zmei)= V*4!-nV(~n+mei)= V*%mm’Ifn+m,, 
= V*%i-nen+m,, + V*42 p”(fn+m,i -e n+m,, ). 
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Since n + m > 0 we obtain from (6) that en+m,j = ~+(z”+~e~). It follows 
from (2) that %‘“rc+ =rr+S-“, which yields 4!-nen+m,j= 
W”lT+(z n+“e,j) = TC+(Y~“Z”+“~~)= z+(z”ej). Next, 
lim lIV*@-"(L+m,j -en+m,j)ll 
n-r +cc 
= lim [If,. - e,lI = 0 
n-r +a0 
and we obtain that 
s-lim U -‘P(zmej) 
n4 +m 
= V*n + (z”ej), rnEZ, j>o. 
Similarly, 
s-lim U --n 6”(zmej) 
n--cc 
= V*7c _ (z”ej), rnEZ, j>o. 
It follows that (U, @E.Q and the wave operators W, satisfy W, = - 
V*n,. Hence 
w: w- =7T; vv*7c- =?r:n- =S(t) 
according to (5). If now %S9* = s(t), where 9 is the unitary operator 
9: H -+ L2(E) such that 9 09* = 9, then S is obviously the scattering 
operator of the pair (9* US, S*9’F). 
The construction used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 gives us a pair (U, 6) 
in Sz such that S= W*, W- and the wave operators W,, W- are com- 
plete. The algebraic description presented in Section 3 and Lemma 3.1 yield 
a description of all pairs in Q with the scattering operator S. These pairs 
are parametrized by the isometries %: H --) H satisfying (5) of Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S be a contraction on H which is unitarily equivalent 
to an operator-valuedfunction on L’(E). Then S is the scattering operator of 
a pair (U, 6) with incomplete wave operators. 
Proof: We recall that { z”ej: n E Z’, 0 < jc dim E} is a complete 
orthonormal sequence in L’(E). Applying Lemma 2.3 to (znej}ne Z, 
0 <j< dim E, and F= L’(E) as InI + + co, we obtain an infmite-dimen- 
sional subspace G in L’(E) such that 
,n, ty m II%(Z”ej) II = 0, O< j<dimE. 
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Let now F= L*(E) 0 G. Then by Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 there exists 
an isometry a: L’(E) + F such that 
lim Il%(z”ei) - z”ei (1 = 0, 0 < j < dim E. 
In1 + + a, 
It follows that %! satisfies (5) of Section 3. We now put V, = 6& W, , where 
W, are the wave operators obtained in Theorem 4.1. Since @*4%! = ZLztE) 
we have V*, V_ = W: W- = S. Next, 
s-lim ( V, - I) 19 = s-lim %!( W, - I) On 
n-r *cc n- _+cx 
+ slim (% -Z)Ipi”=O. 
n++rr 
It follows that there exists a unitary operator 8 on L’(E) such that 
(0, 6) ~s2 and V, are the wave operators of (0, 8). Since ran V, c 
ran % c F we see that V, and V- are not complete. 1 
The results obtained in this section permit us to construct a function 
model for general scattering with homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum. We 
consider the Pavlov model for unitary coupling, i.e., the Hilbert space 
X =L’(E)@L’(E) equipped with the seminorm (3) and define the 
unitary operator U by U = 9 @ 9’. Next we fix any complete orthonormal 
system (f,: n E Z, 0 < j < dim E} in 2 such that 
lim I& - 71p(z”ei)lJ 
n- -cc 
= lim Ilfn, -71+(z”ei)/l =O, j20, (8) n- +m 
where K, IC, are defined by (4) and { ej: 0 < j < dim E} is an arbitrary 
orthonormal basis in E. We put ofej = f,, + ,, j, n E Z, 0 < j < dim E. Then 
(U, ~)E!J and the scattering operator of (U, 6) is unitarily equivalent to 
the operator-valued function S(l), [E T. Thus we obtain function models 
of scattering parametrized by complete orthonormal systems satisfying (8). 
In case S* is analytic in D the system (IC-(zz(“+ “e,), n+(z”e,): 
n = 0, 1) 2, . ..) 0 < j < dim E} is orthogonal. Hence we obtain a direct 
relation of complete orthogonal systems approximating incomplete 
orthogonal families to pairs of unitary operators admitting scattering. 
Theorem 4.1 can easily be extended to strongly continuous unitary 
groups. We denote by L’(lR, E) the Hilbert space of E-valued square- 
summable functions on the real line R. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let S be a contraction which is unitarily equivalent to 
an operator-valuedfunction on L’(lR, E). Then there exists a pair of strongly 
continuous unitary groups such that S is their scattering operator. 
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ProoJ: The unitary map 9: L(R, E) -+ L*( @,, z E) defined by 
(sf)(e”) = LOX + 2nn)),, zT O<x<271 
sends the unitary operator 0, of(x) = e”f(x), f~ L’(R, E), to the shift Y 
on L2(@ nE z E). It follows from Theorem 4.1 that for every contractive 
operator-valued function S(x) on R there exists a unitary operator U such 
that S is the scattering operator of the pair (U, 6) and the wave operators 
W-, W, are complete. 
We consider a strongly continuous unitary group ( 6(t)},, R defined by 
6(t) f(x) = eifxf(x), f E L2( R, E). 
Clearly 6(n) = 6”, n E Z. We have 
slim (W, -Z) O(“)=,~lirn~ (W, -I) 6C’16(t- [t])=O (9) I--r kc.2 
since { @,)f},,,, , is compact, f E L*(lR, E). Since S(x) commutes with 
o(r) for every t E If& it follows from Corollary 3.1 that there exists a unitary 
operator U(t) satisfying 
U(t) w, = w, O(t). 
Since the wave operators are complete the operator U(t) is uniquely deter- 
mined. It is also clear that {U(t)},, R is strongly continuous. Now (9) 
yields 
W, = ,~“+rn~ U( -t) 6(t). [ 
- 
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